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Abstract. The ubiquity of GPS enabled devices result into the generation of an
enormous amount of user movement data consisting of a sequence of locations to-
gether with activities performed at those locations. Such data, commonly known
as activity-trajectory data, can be analysed to find common user movements and
preferred activities, which will have tremendous business value. However, various
countries have now introduced data privacy regulations that make it mandatory
to anonymize any data before releasing it. This immediately makes it difficult
to look for patterns as the existing mining techniques may not be directly appli-
cable over anonymized data. User locations in an activity-trajectory dataset are
anonymized to regions of different shapes and sizes making them uncompara-
ble; therefore, it is unclear how to define suitable patterns over those regions. In
this paper, we propose a top-k pattern mining technique called TopKMintra that
employs a pre-processing step to transform anonymized activity-trajectory into
an intermediate representation that address the above problem. Unlike usual se-
quential data, activity-trajectory data is 2-dimensional that can lead to generation
of duplicate patterns. To handle this, TopKMintra restricts arbitrary extensions in
the two dimensions by imposing an order over the search space; this also helps
in addressing the common problem of updating the threshold in top-k pattern
mining algorithms during various stages. We also address the issue to raise the
initial threshold that avoid exploring substantial amount of invalid candidates. We
perform extensive experiments on real datasets to demonstrate the efficiency and
the effectiveness of TopKMintra. Our results show that even after anonymization,
certain patterns may remain in a dataset and those could be mined efficiently.
Keywords: Trajectory Patterns, Sequential Pattern Mining, Data Privacy, Anonymized
trajectory, Anonymized database.
1 Introduction
Are you a company in the business of data crunching? Do you believe in user’s pri-
vacy to keep your users-base intact? Do you follow General Data Privacy Regulations
to avoid heavy penalties? To remain in the business days are not far when partner com-
panies would not provide their customer’s data in raw format. Instead, they would first
anonymize the data before sharing it due to privacy regulations. In the last decade, there
has been a lot of work in the area of data privacy enforcement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
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9, 10, 11, 12], and as a result, there are many tools available that can anonymize a
given dataset to enforce privacy in a customizable manner. However, there is a lack of
tools and techniques that can extract useful knowledge from the anonymized data [13],
partly due to the challenge that a generic tool that cuts across multiple anonymization
techniques and extracts a diverse set of information may not at all be possible.
Imagine travelers that are visiting several places as part of a single journey. An
activity-trajectory data they generate consists of the geographic coordinates (referred to
as spatial data) of the important locations visited by several people along with the textual
descriptions of the activities (referred to as categorical data) partook by them at each
location. Such datasets are generated by many service providers that track locations and
are fairly commonplace due to the availability of mobile, GPS and internet services at
very cheap costs. Erstwhile researchers have demonstrated the use of activity-trajectory
data for a personalized recommendation [14], user behaviour analysis [15, 16, 17], traf-
fic management [18, 19, 20], disaster recovery [21, 22], route recommendation [23, 24],
etc. However, growing user concerns about privacy threat in sharing too much personal
information such as locations, activities performed, etc., while availing services jeop-
ardize their future. This has forced business ventures to adopt privacy-preserving tech-
niques while rendering service to protect the data-privacy needs of a user.
A commonly used technique to achieve data-privacy is ‘anonymization’ [1, 10, 6,
25] that hide sensitive information by generalizing data attributes and thereby delinking
the precise information with the unique user identifier. The salient feature of these tech-
niques is to group multiple similar records from the data into a publishable record that
blur the sensitive information, which for our scenario are users’ visited locations and
activities performed at those locations. What this means for us is that every published
anonymized-trajectory is produced by grouping at least a minimum number of activity-
trajectory sequences. We observe that most of the privacy-preserving techniques that
are proposed along these lines have been designed to enforce a certain privacy notion
whereas the other important goal of data utility is either overlooked or not considered
practically. It is rather assumed that an optimal (or a sub-optimal) grouping of records
which results into comparatively less information loss may provide reasonable utility.
Due to this limitation, despite ease in ensuring privacy, the anonymization based tech-
niques were phased out by differential privacy approaches which ensures privacy by
adding noise using a predefined distribution. The advantage of the differential privacy
over anonymization is that the former provides a formal guarantee over the data us-
age. However, ensuring an addition of a controlled noise for a differential private query
is challenging and may not be possible always. This suggest that by proposing a data
utility model for anonymized data, an alternate framework can be designed for those
queries that may not be easily protected through differential privacy. Our proposed
framework is one such model that can be used to assess the utility of the data in the
context of pattern mining from an anonymized activity-trajectory data. In our mining
framework, we assume that the data is anonymized using popular location privacy en-
forcement techniques, viz., location obfuscation [1, 6, 26], k-anonymity [27, 25, 11],
l-diversity [9, 28], etc. Some of the current authors proposed a preliminary answer to
this problem in an earlier work, named Mintra [13], that could mine common patterns
from an anonymized activity-trajectory data. In this paper, we propose a framework
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‘TopKMintra’ for mining top-k most relevant trajectory-patterns. To the best of our
knowledge, no other work exists in this direction.
Our mining framework is based on the assumption that frequent patterns in the
actual trajectory data will be contained in many anonymized trajectories, and therefore,
can be extracted as a frequent common pattern from the anonymized data. For this
it is required to define patterns over the anonymized data containing actual trajectory
patterns, and to provide a computational framework to measure their frequency in the
anonymized data. These common patterns may have high resolution3 and may not be
of much use. Therefore, while computing the frequency of the patterns, we need to give
more weight to the finer frequent patterns. To motivate further on the mining objective
consider the following example.
l11
l21 l31
l12
l13
l14
l22
l23
l24
l32
l33
l34
{h}
{a}
{b}
{c}{a}
{c,f}
{e}
{a}
{b}
{g}
{c}
{h}
Fig. 1: An anonymized annotated trajectory
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AT2
Fig. 2: Example of a trajectory-pattern
Example: Fig. 1 shows an anonymized trajectory of length four obtained by grouping
three users trajectories. The first record of an anonymized trajectory shows a mini-
mum bounding rectangle (MBR) region of three user locations {l11, l21, l31} and their
activities {a,b,h}. After privacy enforcement, the database would have a set of such
anonymized trajectories. The following questions arise regarding the utility of anonymized
data: Given previous route and current location of a user what activity and venue can
be recommended to the user?, What routes are highly preferred by users who perform
a certain set of activities?, Given a route query of a user what activities can be recom-
mended to the user?
We believe that the patterns can be mined from anonymized trajectory data that
may help to answer questions similar to the given above. However, the accuracy of
the answer would depend highly on the quality of the mined patterns. Fig. 2 shows a
common pattern that we intend to mine and in this case it is obtained from the two
anonymized trajectories AT1 & AT2 as a sequence of common shaded regions along
with the most likely activities performed therein, e.g., {a}, {c, f} and {b, e}. If this
pattern is contained in many other anonymized trajectories also, it is highly likely that
many users prefer to visit a location in the first shaded region to perform activity ‘a’ then
visit a location in the second shaded region and perform activity ‘c’ or ‘f’ and so on. We
can also conclude that the activity ‘a’ takes place in the first shaded region – a drastic
improvement from the view portrayed by the anonymized trajectories AT1 or AT2. Our
3 The resolution of a sequence of the boxed-locations (or blurred locations) is defined as the
average area of the boxed-locations.
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mining goal is to find such sufficiently finer patterns whose regions & activities are part
of many anonymized trajectories.
Trajectory data being sequential in nature, many sequence mining algorithms have
been adapted for mining trajectory patterns. In general, the techniques for sequence
mining can be classified into two categories, i.e., (1) frequent sequence pattern mining
(FSM) [29, 30, 31], and (2) high-utility sequence pattern mining (HSM) [32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38]. FSM techniques consider only the presence and absence of an item
in a sequence and mines patterns with a frequency greater than a threshold. Whereas,
HSM techniques consider importance/relevance of an individual item and mines high
utility patterns. Both FSM and HSM have been adapted over trajectory data recently
[39, 40, 41, 42]. However, the same can not be employed directly to mine patterns from
anonymized data. There are several challenges to this problem compared to trajectory
data mining.
Challenges: First, each record of an anonymized trajectory is in the form of a pair
consisting of a spatial-region (a location is blurred to a spatial region) and an activity-
set. It is not possible to compare two spatial regions for equality whereas they can be
checked for containment or overlapping; this is in contrast to the classical FSM and
HSM techniques where two items ought to be comparable. There are other problems
arising of the anonymized nature of the data. Pattern mining techniques require a no-
tion of “weight of a pattern” — it is further desired that to support early termination
weight should satisfy the downward closure property[43] (discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 5); however, such a notion is not trivially defined for anonymized data. Secondly,
the activity-trajectory data has a complex structure being two dimensional (namely,
spatial and categorical). On the other hand, the existing FSM and HSM techniques con-
sider only one-dimensional data, i.e., categorical data. It is, therefore, challenging to
adapt existing pattern mining algorithms to mine activity-trajectory data. Thirdly, sim-
ilar to the classical techniques for pattern mining, the trajectory-pattern mining over
anonymized data has to deal with the issue of choosing a suitable threshold value for
finding enough patterns.
We model the anonymized trajectory mining problem as a high-utility sequence
pattern mining task. For this, we discretize anonymized regions as a set of smaller re-
gions named as cells. Any mined location in a pattern can not be smaller than a cell,
and therefore, defining the size of a cell is crucial which we will discuss in section 3.4.
However, the basic understanding of a cell is that it is considered as a possible region
of activity. We associate an activity with a cell based on the frequency of the (cell, ac-
tivity) pair in the anonymous data. In the cell representation of an anonymized region,
we associate a weight with each cell that is the fraction of the cell region overlapped
with the anonymized region. Assuming that activities within an anonymized region are
uniformly spread over the region, we give a practical model to measure the total over-
lap ratio of a pattern over an anonymized data. We named this weight of a pattern as its
relevance score. We discuss more detail on this in section 4.3. All of this gives a score
function that associates high score with patterns that are finer and are contained in many
anonymized trajectories, thus convert the pattern mining over anonymized data into a
high-relevance sequential mining.
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In a preliminary version of this work, the authors proposed a technique to mine all
patterns [13] for a user provided threshold. However, that technique has a fundamen-
tal limitation that is common to pattern mining algorithms, i.e., they either produce a
large number of patterns or very few patterns due to the difficulty in choosing a suit-
able threshold value for different datasets. Therefore, in this work, we propose a top-k
solution for our scenario, namely TopKMintra. Many top-k versions of FSM and HSM
algorithms have been designed that raise the utility threshold during the search space
exploration. However designing similar techniques for a 2-dimensional data space such
as ours is not straightforward. For this, we first adopt a couple of strategies proposed
in top-k high utility pattern mining literature [38, 44], namely Threshold Initialization
(TI) and Threshold Updation (TU). The TI strategy basically pre-inserts some patterns
as candidates to raise the initial threshold before starting the mining process. As the
search space is not fixed and depends upon the varying threshold value thereby not
starting with a zero threshold value a substantial amount of invalid candidates can be
avoided. The TU technique maintains an order over the search space by adding those
candidates early that may sharply increase the threshold value during the execution.
This curtails the search space and may find top-k patterns efficiently. In addition, we
have also adopted a couple of pruning strategies, namely depth pruning and width prun-
ing.
We experimentally evaluate the performance of TopKMintra over real datasets and
study the impact of our proposed heuristics that are (i) TI, i.e.,initialization of threshold
to prune the search space and (ii) TU, i.e., sorting of encoded small regions (cells) as per
their relevance score across the database. We also compare TopKMintra with the state-
of-the-art approach MintraBL which is an adapted version of the USpan algorithm [37]
designed for mining top-k patterns from the activity-trajectory data and also analyze the
effect of the above two mentioned heuristics by adopting it in the baseline algorithm as
MintraBL+i (TI with baseline) and MintraBL+s (TU with baseline).
Contributions: The specific contributions of this paper are:
1. We come up with a novel problem of mining anonymized activity trajectory data
where the users trajectories are anonymized using popular k-anonymity and l-
diversity privacy enforcement techniques.
2. We introduce TopKMintra, a technique to mine top-k patterns from anonymized tra-
jectories data. TopKMintra uses a spatial encoding technique to model the problem
as a high-utility sequence pattern mining problem. It uses heuristics for efficiently
initializing and updating threshold value and for early termination.
3. We conduct extensive experiments with real datasets to establish the efficiency of
TopkMintra. The experimental study shows that TopkMintra outperforms all the
three baseline algorithms in terms of memory usage, the number of candidates ex-
plored and absolute clock time.
Outline: The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents related work in the
area of data-privacy techniques (Section 2.1), sequential pattern mining (Section 2.2)
and top-k high utility sequential pattern mining (Section 2.3). In Section 3, we introduce
the activity-trajectory data (Section 3.1), the anonymized-trajectory data (Section 3.2),
problem definition stating the mining goal over the anonymized data (Section 3.3) and
the solution approach (Section 3.4) stating the need for the preprocessing of the data,
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patterns that we intend to mine and the weight function to measure the worth of a pat-
tern. In Section 4, we first use the preprocessing steps to convert the data into the
wLAS-sequence form (Section 4.1), and then we discuss the computational framework
for measuring the worth of a trajectory-pattern in a wLAS-sequence data (Section 4.2
and Section 4.3). Our proposed framework can be employed to incrementally compute
the relevance of the child node from the relevance of the parent node. We present the
top-k pattern mining approach TopKMintra in Section 5 that uses a couple of effi-
ciency strategies to reduce the search space. Finally, we present our experiment results
in Section 6 where we compare our top-k approach with three baseline approaches. We
conclude in Section 7 with the possible future directions.
2 Related Work
In this section, we first review studies on data privacy techniques with an emphasis on
techniques protecting sensitive information in spatial queries through anonymization.
As we intend to mine useful patterns from the anonymized-data generated through these
privacy-preserving techniques, we next discuss models proposed for sequential patterns
mining over spatial-data that might be close to our mining framework over anonymized
data. Further, having identified the challenges of setting an appropriate threshold in data
mining that can mine sufficient patterns, we aim for a top-k pattern mining framework.
Thus a review of models on the top-k framework for sequential pattern mining is also
briefly presented.
2.1 Data Privacy Techniques
Enforcing privacy of personal information in public databases has been in focus since
the 1990s [45]. The issue of privacy for a spatial database is very similar to the above in
the sense that user’s spatial queries contain sensitive information open to misuse, and
in fact, research in location privacy adopt most of the concepts from the area of privacy
in database publishing [10, 9]. One among the initial problems that discuss the privacy
over spatial data was proposed by Gruteser et al. [6] where they suggested modification
in the spatial and the temporal information to achieve privacy. Since then many tech-
niques have been proposed to protect the location information. Most of them mask the
exact spatial location using one of the following: imprecision (i.e., by blurring the re-
gion) [8, 2, 6], inaccuracy (i.e., by providing nearby landmark) [46, 47] or anonymiza-
tion (i.e., by generating bounding region containing several users) [48, 49, 27]. This
process of masking precise location makes it difficult to correlate a user with her loca-
tion.
Methods to protect privacy through imprecise or inaccurate locations have been dis-
cussed extensively by Chow et al. [5]. Kidoet al. [8] suggested introducing an impreci-
sion by sending a set of false locations along with the exact user location. On the other
hand, solutions that are based on anonymization do so based on the idea adopted from
the database research: k-anonymity [10] and l-diversity [9]. Over a spatial database, the
k-anonymity is achieved by reporting a region as an anonymous location of a user that
contains at-least k − 1 other users’ location. The anonymization of location makes the
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location of the requesting user indistinguishable among k user-locations in the anony-
mous region [48, 50]. Over a spatial-textual date, the k-anonymity ensures location pri-
vacy, however, the activity information may get disclosed due to activity homogeneity
attack. An improvement on k-anonymity that protects activity-privacy is proposed us-
ing l-diversity [2], i.e., by maintaining at least l different activities in the k-anonymous
spatial query. Thus k-anonymity together with l-diversity may satisfy the location as
well as the activity privacy needs of a user.
Mokbel et al. [49] proposed a grid-based algorithm to determine the optimal ob-
fuscated area in his Casper framework. One of the notable works on location privacy
through anonymization was the ‘Clique-Cloak’ algorithm by Gedik et al. [27] that sug-
gested implementing personalized k-anonymity to optimize the obfuscated location in-
formation as per the individual privacy need. All of these models discuss the location
privacy. Bamba et al. [2] proposed the PrivacyGrid to preserve both k-anonymity and
l-diversity. Most of these earlier works address the snapshot query scenario where loca-
tion information is disclosed one-time only for getting service. However, they may not
necessarily ensure the privacy of a user who is moving continuously and reporting its
location information from different places– called as a continuous query scenario.
The challenge in continuous query scenario is to ensure that the location of a user
should not be exactly computable by correlating information from consecutive queries.
Chow et al. [4] proposed two necessary properties namely cloaking region sharing and
memorization that needs to ensure for providing privacy in continuous settings. As ex-
tensions of the notions of k-anonymity and l-diversity, other notions like historical k-
anonymity andm-invariance impose other constraints of invariance of users and queries
throughout the session, respectively. Dewri et al. [51] showed that for preserving query
privacy in continuous query scenario by enforcing m-invariance is sufficient in the case
of a location-aware adversary. However, for the case of location unaware adversary
where location privacy is equally important, there is a need to enforce historical k-
anonymity. In [11], the authors consider past visited locations (footprints) of the user
as well as trajectories of other users to anonymize the trajectory of the current user and
enforce historical k-anonymity.
Beresford et al. tackle location privacy by proposing a concept called mix zones [3].
Users in a mix zone are assigned identities in such a way that it is not possible to relate
entering individuals with exiting individuals. Similar to mix zone, where user essen-
tially does not get service to ensure location privacy, Saxena et al. [26] considered
skipping service once in a while towards the same goal. Their Rule-Based approach
gave a heuristic which determined whether it is safe to take service or not at a par-
ticular location. Chow et al. [52] proposed a location anonymization algorithm that is
designed specifically for the road network environment using k-anonymity, i.e., loca-
tion is cloaked into a set of connected road segments of a fixed minimum total length
and including at least k users. Ghinita et al. [53] proposed protecting identity privacy
by avoiding location based attacks and by using k-anonymity to mix user’s identity with
other nearby users. Lee et al. [54] presents a location privacy protection technique that
protects the location semantics by cloaking with semantically heterogeneous nearby
locations. Xue et al. [55] modeled the similar problem as location l-diversity by asso-
ciating each query with at least l different semantic locations, and proposed a solution
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by mapping observed queries to a linear equation of semantic locations. He formally
justified privacy by relating privacy guarantee with existence of an infinite solutions in
the resulting system of linear equations.
2.2 Sequential Pattern Mining
Based on the current state-of-the-art pattern mining can broadly be divided into two
classes– frequent sequence pattern mining (FSM) and high-utility sequence pattern
mining (HSM). The most essential and prior algorithm was proposed by Agrawal et
al. [56] in which they gave the AprioriAll algorithm which mines frequent patterns by
candidates generation and test approach. The algorithm was based on downward clo-
sure property which states that a frequent pattern contains a sub-pattern that are in turn
frequent. A list of algorithm based on data projection have been proposed which in-
cludes FreeSpan [29] and PrefixSpan [31]. In these approaches, a sequence database
is recursively projected into a set of smaller projected databases, and sequential pat-
terns are grown in each projected database by exploring only locally frequent frag-
ments. FreeSpan offers bi-level projection technique to improve performance. PrefixS-
pan is a projection-based pattern-growth approach for the mining of sequential patterns.
PrefixSpan outperforms FreeSpan in that only relevant postfixes are projected. Han et
al. [57] propose a technique using a data structure called FP-Tree(Frequent pattern tree)
which is an extended prefix tree structure for storing information required by depth-
first search travel algorithm. SPADE algorithm by Zaki et al. [58] searches the lattice
formed by id-list intersections and completes mining in three passes of database scan-
ning. It may be noted that all these works focus mainly on itemsets sequences without
any spatial dimension.
For high-utility itemset mining, several techniques have been proposed. Candidate
generation and test-based techniques, such as Two-Phase [30] and IHUP [59], run in
two phases. Candidates generated in the first phase are being verified in the second
phase. The efficiency of such an algorithm depends upon the candidate size in the first
phase. Tseng et al. [34], in UP-Growth and UP-Growth+, have proposed an efficient
data structure called UP-Tree to generate a candidate set that is much smaller than
Two-Phase and IHUP. They have used heuristics to prune nodes and to decrease utility
at nodes, and therefore results in less number of candidates.
Frequent sequence mining assumes that the items have binary presence or absence
in the database and have equal importance. Ahmed et al. [60] introduced the concept
of high-utility sequence mining. High-utility sequence mining associates different im-
portance with items and items occur in a sequence with different quantity. The authors
proposed a level-wise algorithm UtilityLevel and a pattern growth approach UtilityS-
pan for mining high-utility sequential patterns in three database scans. UtilitySpan scans
the database to find the 1-length promising sequences. The 1-length sequences are ex-
tended using the pattern growth approach to generate candidate high-utility sequences.
A third database scan is performed to find the exact high-utility sequences from the
candidates. Yin et al. [37] introduced the lexicographic tree structure to store sequences
and extension mechanisms called i-concatenation and s-concatenation to grow the pre-
fix pattern for the proposed USPAN algorithm. The authors proposed some pruning
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strategies to reduce the search space compared to UtilitySpan. Aklan et al. [61] pro-
posed another upper bound called Cumulated Rest of Match (CRoM) and an algorithm
called HuspExt which estimates the utility of future extensions based on the current
prefix. Le et al. [32] propose an array-based structure which takes less memory com-
pared to the utility-matrix structure used by the USPAN algorithm. The authors propose
an algorithm called AHUS-P which utilizes shared memory to parallelize the mining
task. Some work has also been done on mining high-utility sequential rules [62], min-
ing sequential patterns with multiple minimum utility thresholds [33], and incremental
high-utility sequential pattern mining [35].
Koperski et al. [63] extended the concept given by Srikanta et al. to spatial databases
by introducing spatial predicates like close to and near by. Tsoukatos et al. [42] pro-
posed an apriori-based method for mining spatial regions sequences. Cao et al. [40]
proposed a trajectory mining algorithm. Chung et al. [64] proposed an Apriori-based
method to mine movement patterns, where the moving objects are transformed using a
grid system, and then frequent patterns are generated level by level. Giannotti et al. [41]
focuses on a method for extracting trajectory patterns containing both spatial and tem-
poral information. These works focus mainly on spatial and temporal dimension. Min-
ing over Spatial-Textual data is being proposed for the first time by Arya et al. [39].
They have studied mining over the two dimension data in three ways – namely Spatial-
Textual (Spatial in the first Phase then Textual), Textual-Spatial (Textual in the first
phase then Spatial) and Hybrid (Both dimensions simultaneously).
2.3 Top-k High-Utility Sequential Pattern Mining
The number of high-utility sequences output by the sequential pattern mining algorithm
depends on the minimum utility threshold for a dataset. A large number of sequences
can be produced if the threshold is set too low and vice-versa. The characteristics of
the database need to be analyzed by the user to set a threshold for getting a reason-
able number of patterns. Yin et al. [38] introduced the problem of mining top-k high
utility sequential patterns and an algorithm based on USPAN. Top-k mining algorithms
start with a threshold zero and update it during the mining process only. However, it
is beneficial to raise the threshold during pre-processing to remove unpromising items
before exploring the search space. Yin et al. proposed a pre-insertion strategy to in-
sert 1-length and full sequence in the top-k buffer. The order in which search space
is explored doesn’t matter for high-utility sequence mining as result will remain the
same. However, the order matters for top-k algorithms as processing a branch in the
search space with a higher possibility of getting a top-k pattern will raise the threshold
quickly. The authors proposed another strategy to sort the extensions of a sequence in
decreasing order according to Sequence-Projected Utilization.
Wang et al. [36] proposed an algorithm called TKHUS-Span to find top-k high-
utility sequential patterns. Search strategies like Guided Depth-first Search, Best-first
search, and Hybrid search are proposed to intelligently explore the search space. The
authors design a utility-chain structure for faster computation compared to the lexico-
graphic tree employed by USpan. A prefix extension utility strategy is also proposed to
bound the utility of any extension of the current prefix.
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3 Preliminaries, Problem Statement and Solution Approach
This section presents preliminaries, defines the problem of top-k trajectory-pattern min-
ing over an anonymized activity-trajectory data and present a solution approach. For
this, we first discuss activity-trajectory data and its anonymization. Next, we discuss the
sequential patterns that are of interest over the activity-trajectory data. However, disso-
ciation of location and activity information in the anonymized data makes the mining
of such a pattern challenging. To address this issue, we suggest a solution that encodes
an anonymous-trajectory data as a weighted-location activity-set trajectory data (detail
in section 4.1), and then by defining trajectory-patterns associate a weight with the pat-
terns in the encoded data. The weight of a trajectory-pattern is named as its relevance
score. This reduces the problem of finding useful patterns from the anonymized-data
into high relevant pattern mining over encoded data. We now present the necessary
theory that is required for understanding our mining framework.
3.1 Trajectory Database
Let L = {l1, l2, . . . lm} denote the collection of all the locations on the map at which
some of the activities from the set I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} can be performed. For us, a
location l ∈ L is a discrete spatial point (latitude, longitude) that represents a point
of interest such as a store, a restaurant, a movie theater, etc. A user is allowed to per-
form multiple activities at one location. For example, whilst in a shopping mall, one
can perform activities such as purchasing items from an outlet, watching a movie in a
multiplex, ordering eatables, etc. The set of activities performed by a user at a location
is named as activity-set and is denoted byX(⊆ I). Thus, an activity-trajectory of a user
represents her movement along locations from L together with activities performed at
those locations. Formally,
Definition 1 (Activity-Trajectory). An activity-trajectory T of length t is a sequence
of (location, activity-set) pair i.e.,
T = 〈(l1, X1)(l2, X2) . . . (lt, Xt)〉 li ∈ L and Xi ⊆ I for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}
For pattern mining, two patterns having the same (location, activity) sequence but
different time-stamp are considered same, and therefore, we do not associate a time-
stamp with the (location,activity-set) pair in the activity-trajectory. Our focus in this
work is on activity-trajectory datasets only and therefore, for the sake of brevity in
the rest of the paper, we will call an activity-trajectory as a trajectory and an activity-
trajectory database as a trajectory database (denoted byD). In Fig. 1, 〈(l11, {h}) (l12, {a})
(l13, {b}) (l14, {c})〉 is one such trajectory of a user.
Nowadays, users are more concerned about their privacy and prefer disclosing sen-
sitive information like locations, activities, etc., only in a privacy-preserving manner.
For example, a user may consider not disclosing an activity associated with a particu-
lar location that may reveal her private association such as health status, liking, etc. To
satisfy such privacy needs, it is desired that the database should be published only after
anonymizing the sensitive parameters.
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3.2 Anonymized Trajectory Database
We assume that there exists a privacy-preserving technique such as grid-based loca-
tion blurring [65], k-anonymity [25, 66, 10], l-diversity [28, 2], etc., that anonymize
trajectory-data to satisfy the privacy need of a user. We denote the anonymized trajec-
tory by AT and the anonymized trajectory database by PD.
Definition 2 (Anonymous-Trajectory). For a trajectory T ∈ D, where T = 〈(li, Xi)〉ni=1,
its anonymization is
AT = 〈(ALk, AXk)〉mk=1 (m ≤ n)
whereALk is a spatial-region (called as anonymous location) andAXk is a set of activ-
ities (called as anonymous activity-set), if there exists a sub-trajectory T ′ = 〈(lik , Xik)〉mk=1
of T such that the following are satisfied:
1. (Location containment constraint) Every location of the sub-trajectory T ′ must be
contained in the corresponding anonymous location ofAT i.e., lik ∈ ALk for each
k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
2. (Location privacy constraint) Each anonymous-location ALk should satisfy the
location privacy criteria as stated by the privacy definition.
3. (Activity containment constraint) Every activity-set of the sub-trajectory T ′ must
be contained in the corresponding anonymous activity-set ofAT , i.e., Xik ⊆ AXk
for each k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
4. (Activity privacy constraint) Each anonymous activity-set AXi should satisfy the
activity privacy criteria as stated by the privacy definition.
Location and activity privacy constraints, as in the point 2 and in the point 4 above,
may vary for different privacy enforcement techniques. For example, anonymization
satisfying k-anonymity as a location privacy constraint and l-diversity as an activ-
ity privacy constraint requires that each anonymous-trajectory AT is an anonymiza-
tion of a collection of trajectories from D (called an anonymity-set) such that each
anonymous-location ALi in AT contains at least k distinct locations from trajectories
in the anonymity-set and each anonymous activity-set AXi contains at least l distinct
activities along those locations inALi. In Figure 1, 〈(AL1, {a,b,h}) (AL2, {a, c, f, g})
(AL3, {b, c, e}) (AL4, {a, c,h})〉 is a 3-anonymous and 3-diverse activity-trajectory.
Here AL1 (shown as a rectangular box) is a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR)
that anonymize locations l11, l21 and l31 along the three user trajectories and AX1 =
{a,b,h} is the respective anonymous activity-set such that |AL1| ≥ 3 and |AX1| ≥ 3.
Similarly, it can be seen that the other anonymous location and anonymous activity-set
also satisfies the 3-anonymity and the 3-diversity condition. k-anonymity and l-diversity
ensure the location and the activity privacy by making it difficult for an adversary to as-
sociate an actual location and an actual activity with the user trajectory based on the
disclosed anonymized dataset with a high probability.
Though anonymization provides privacy, it affects the data-usability. For example,
mining useful information from anonymized activity-trajectories such as frequently vis-
ited trajectories for path recommendation, frequent (location,activity) pair for point of
interest, etc., may not be trivial due to dissociation of location and activity attributes.
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Anonymization based privacy-preserving techniques (as in Definition 2 above) [66, 2,
51, 65, 7, 25, 11, 28, 9, 12, 67] mostly overlooked this usability part where it is assumed
that reasonable utility can be achieved by keeping an optimal or a suboptimal blurring
level while anonymizing. It remains mostly unclear whether the anonymized data is of
much use.
3.3 Problem Statement: Knowledge Mining over Anonymous-trajectory
An ideal mining goal over a trajectory data would be to retrieve a sequence of (lo-
cation, activity) pairs taken by many users, i.e., ‘frequent activity-trajectory patterns’.
As discussed, dissociation of location, activity and their sequentiality in anonymized
data makes the mining of such patterns challenging. For example, from data containing
anonymous trajectories similar toAT1 in Figure 2, it is not trivial to mine a frequent pat-
tern such as 〈(l21, a)(l22, c) (l23, e)〉. However, if such a trajectory-pattern is frequent,
it must be a part in many other anonymous trajectories also. This raises a question as to
‘how can we mine frequently visited sequential-pattern that is common across several
anonymous-trajectories in the anonymized data’.
We now give an outline of our mining framework. We assume that there exists an
anonymization technique which generates anonymized data in the form as defined in
Definition 2. We also emphasize that the proposed mining framework do not link user
or its trajectory with the mined patterns with any better probabilistic guarantee than
in the anonymized data, i.e., the privacy of a user remains unaffected with the mined
knowledge that predict frequent location-activity pairs and their sequentiality.
3.4 Solution Approach: Summary of the framework
Our solution for pattern mining from an anonymized data is based on the assumption
that the actual patterns of an activity-trajectory data that are frequent will be contained
in many anonymized trajectories after anonymization, and therefore, can be extracted
as a common knowledge within those anonymized trajectories. The challenges, how-
ever, is to come up with a computational framework that can mine common regions
having similar activities, and the sequences of such frequent region-activity pairs from
the anonymized data. As the actual user activity-trajectory data is not known due to
anonymization, the best we can do is to predict the most likely patterns of location-
activity pair from the anonymized data that are taken by many users. For such a pattern-
mining task over an anonymized-trajectory data, first we propose an encoding of a data
into a weighted Location-Activity-Set sequence (wLAS-sequence) format, and thereafter,
by defining patterns over the wLAS-sequences, we propose its relevance score as a cu-
mulative overlap ratio of the pattern over the trajectories in the anonymized data. The
mined patterns from the anonymized data that have high total overlap ratio (or rele-
vance score) are most likely the patterns containing the actual frequent location-activity
sequential patterns from the users activity-trajectory data. We now discuss the steps of
our solution approach.
We first encode the anonymous data into wLAS-sequence data. For this, we dis-
cretize the region R, containing all the anonymous-trajectories in PD, by partitioning
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it into rectangular cells–called as cell-partition ofR. We denote the collection of all the
cells in the regionR by P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. Formally,
Definition 3 (Partition of a region). A finite collection P = {p1, p2, . . . pn} of cells
inR is a partition ofR if
– (cells are mutually disjoint) pr ∩ ps = φ, for any r, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}, r 6= s.
– (cells cover the whole regionR) ∪nk=1 pk = R
The cells are fairly small in size as compared to the anonymous locations and rep-
resent the basic unit of location, i.e., the location in a mined trajectory-patterns can-
not be finer than the cells in the discretized space. This also means that the location
of an activity that we mine in a predicted pattern can at-least be of the cell-size. The
size of the cell can be precomputed either using the actual activity-trajectory data be-
fore anonymization and is provided with the anonymized data for the mining task or
it may be computed by using the trade-off between pattern quality and mining time
over the anonymized data. If it is precomputed over actual activity-trajectory data, the
size should be tuned so as to avoid the closest reported consecutive locations of the
user or the nearby activities on the ground to lie in the same cell. However, we only
avoid it whereas some of the locations or the activities may lie in the same cell for the
chosen size. This is due to the existence of closeby GPS locations (when a user is al-
most still) in the activity trajectory data or extremely nearby activities on the ground.
In that case, those locations or the activities that are in the same cell cannot be seen
independently as a frequent pattern due to the modeling constraint. Further, if we tuned
cell-size over anonymized data, for a smaller cell-size, the patterns we get are finer. But
if we keep cell-size too small, it may only increase the computational complexity of
the pattern mining without increasing the quality of the mined patterns. This is because
on reducing the size of the cell even further we may not get substantially finer patterns
as compared to patterns with bigger cell-size; however, the computational cost for the
pattern-mining is inversely related to cell-size (as shown experimentally also).
For our high-relevant pattern mining framework, we restrict P as a partition of the
regionR. However, for other mining task formalization of P as collections of cells over
R that cover R but may not necessarily disjoint, or a collection of finite disjoint cells
that represents point-of-interest in the region R but may not cover whole R, etc., can
be analyzed as separate problems.
We now discuss the weighted Location Set representation of an anonymous location.
Definition 4 (weighted Location Set (wLS)). For a discretizationP = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}
ofR, the weighted Location Set (wLS) representation of an anonymous location AL is
{pi1 : wi1 , pi2 : wi2 , . . . , pik : wik}
where wis , for s = 1, . . . , k, denotes the (non-zero) weight of the cell pis ∈ P having
overlap with AL.
The weight of a cell in wLS representation must be defined based on the knowledge
that we intend to mine from the anonymized data. For predicting frequent patterns from
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an anonymized data, one of the way to define the weight of a cell in the anonymous
location AL is the chance of the user being present in the cell given that she is in
AL. If the cumulative weight of a pattern across trajectories in the anonymized data
is high, it is most likely a high probable frequent pattern. While reporting cells for
AL, it is meaningful to report only those cells that have a non-zero weight, which in
our case are the cells having non-empty overlap with the anonymous location. Also,
for computational requirement, we enforce that the cells in the wLS representation are
ordered over the cells index. A formal discussion on the weight of the cells for our
mining task is presented in Section 4.1. We now discuss the weighted Location Activity
Set (wLAS) sequences.
Definition 5 (weighted Location Activity Set (wLAS) sequence). An anonymized
trajectoryAT = 〈(ALi, AXi)〉i is said to be a wLAS-sequence if each of its anonymized
locations ALi is in a wLS form.
For computational requirements, we restrict that the activities in the activity-set AXi
are sorted in lexicographic order. Table 1 shows an example of an anonymized trajectory
in a wLAS-sequence representation. Since the weights are chances in our framework,
their values are in between 0 and 1. However, it is not a requirement for our mining task
to keep weights as a fraction. If required, they can be scaled to an integer by multiplying
with an appropriate factor N . In this example, N = 18 can convert weights into integer
weights.
wLAS-Sequence AT = 〈α1, α2, α3, α4〉
wLAS-Terms α1 = (AL1, AX1) AL1{p1 : 29 , p2 : 19 , p5 : 49 , p6: 29}
AX1 = {a, b, h}
α2 = (AL2, AX2) AL2 = {p11 : 13 , p12 : 16 , p15 : 13 , p16 : 16}
AX2 = {a, c, f, g})
α3 = (AL3, AX3) AL3 = {p22 : 16 , p23 : 16 , p26 : 13 , p27 : 13}
AX3 = {b, c, e})
α4 = (AL4, AX4) AL4 = AL4 = {p25 : 12 , p26 : 12}
AX4 = {a, c, h})
Table 1: wLAS-sequence Representation of Anonymous Trajectory
We now formally define the trajectory-patterns that we intend to mine from the anonymized
data. Our example of a trajectory-pattern is the one as shown by the shaded common
information in the figure 2.
Definition 6 (Trajectory-Pattern). A trajectory-pattern, denoted by the symbol T , is
a sequence of (cellSet, ActivitySet) pair, i.e., T = 〈(P1, X1), (P2, X2), . . . , (Pn, Xn)〉,
where each Pi and Xi denote the collection of cells and the activities respectively.
For example, t = 〈 ({p2, p6}, {a, b}) (p26, c) 〉 is one such trajectory-pattern. We
denote by the size of Pi (or Xi) as the number of cells (or activities) in the collection.
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We are now ready to discuss the relevance-score of a pattern in an anonymized data
that is in the wLAS-sequence form. The purpose of the relevance-score is to capture the
common knowledge across trajectories in the wLAS-sequnece form, and therefore, as-
sist in the pattern mining. Formally, we require that the relevance of a trajectory pattern
should satisfy the following conditions.
Definition 7 (High-Relevance trajectory pattern). A trajectory-pattern T = 〈(Pi, Xi)〉i
is of high-relevance if
1. The association between locations and activities within the trajectory-pattern is
highly likely, i.e., based on the information within the anonymized data it is more
likely that the activities in Xi are performed at some of the locations in Pi for each
i.
2. The patterns having relatively smaller size of Pi and Xi (for each i) are compara-
tively more relevant. For large size of Pi and Xi, the trajectory-pattern is just like
an anonymized trajectory, and therefore, not of much use.
3. The pattern must be a frequent one in an anonymized trajectory database, i.e., the
mined knowledge must be present in several anonymized trajectories as a common
knowledge.
The first two points in the above definition define the relevance of a trajectory-
pattern whereas the third point discusses its significant presence across different anonymized
trajectories in the database. We formally define the relevance-score of a trajectory-
pattern in a wLAS-sequence database later in Section 4.3. Informally, the relevance-
score of a cell-activity pair in a wLAS-sequence is the chance of the activity being
performed at the cell location based on the information in the wLAS-sequence. For a
trajectory-pattern, its relevance in a wLAS-sequence is the cumulative chance of indi-
vidual pairs based on the sequentiality knowledge of the pairs in the wLAS-sequence,
and the relevance in a wLAS-sequence data is the sum of the relevance over match-
ing wLAS-sequences. Patterns for which the relevance-score in the anonymized data is
higher than the prespecified threshold are considered relevant-patterns.
We define the relevance score of a (cell, activity) term in a matching wLAS (anonymized
region) using the cell-weight (Definition 4), which is the chance of an activity being per-
formed in the cell. For computing the relevance of a pattern in a wLAS-sequence, we
aggregate weights of individual matching terms; and over an anonymized data, we ag-
gregate relevance in the matching wLAS-sequences of the data. We discuss more detail
about the relevance computation in Section 4.3, Definition 12, however, our proposed
relevance score satisfies the three conditions as mentioned in the definition above. The
aggregation of relevance over the matching sequences in the data ensures point (2) and
point (3) as above. The finer patterns are expected to have comparatively more matching
in anonymized-trajectories that increases its frequency, and being frequent its relevance
in different matching trajectories get added to make it high. However, the point (1) is
satisfied by the choice of the relevance score as the cell weight.
We now explain relevance of a pattern by an example. For a trajectory-pattern t1 =
({p2, p6}, a), its relevance inAT (as in Table 1) is the maximum of the weights among
all the possible matches of t1 with different terms ofAT , i.e., α1, α2, α3 and α4. Since
the match of t1 is in α1 only, we define w(t1, α1) = w(p2) + w(p6) = 1/3 (as a ∈
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AX1), and therefore w(t1,AT ) = maxw(t, α1) = 1/3. Similarly, for the weight of a
pattern t = 〈t1t2〉 where t1 is as before and t2 = ({p26, c}), we get that second term
t2 has a match in α3 and α4 both, and w(t2, α3) = 1/3, w(t2, α4) = 1/2. Therefore,
w(t,AT ) = max{w(t1, α1)+w(t2, α3), w(t1, α1)+w(t2, α4)} = {1/3+1/3, 1/3+
1/2} = 5/6. The weight of a pattern in an anonymized database consisting of several
such trajectories is the cumulative weight of the pattern in different trajectories.
This transformation of an anonymized data into a wLAS-sequences data maps the
problem of finding ‘patterns from an anonymized data’ into an equivalent problem of
‘high-relevance pattern mining’ over a two-dimensional wLAS-sequence data. In pat-
tern mining, finding an appropriate threshold that can mine enough number of relevant-
trajectories is data specific and is not easy to decide beforehand. To overcome this dif-
ficulty, in this paper, we propose a top-k approach for mining high-relevant trajectory
patterns from a wLAS-sequence data. We adopt a couple of efficiency strategies for our
proposed algorithm TopKMintra, such as Threshold Initialization Strategy (TI) and
Threshold Updation (TU). Our computational framework is motivated by the USpan
[37], a technique that mines high utility sequential patterns from one-dimensional item-
set sequences. Similar to USpan, for early termination, we adopt a couple of pruning
strategies, namely Depth Pruning and Width Pruning.
The outline of the rest of the sections in light of the abovementioned solution approach
are as follows:
– First, we propose a preprocessing step (Section 4.1) that converts an anonymous-
trajectory data into a corresponding wLAS-sequence data. This assists in mining
‘high-relevant trajectory-patterns’ from anonymized data.
– The relevance-score of a trajectory-pattern over the processed data is defined in
Section 4.3. The proposed score in Definition 7 quantify both the relevance and the
repetitiveness of the common information within different wLAS-sequences.
– We present an efficient top-k trajectory mining approach TopKMintra in Section
5 with two effective efficiency strategies, namely Threshold Initialization (TI) and
Threshold Updation (TU) and two pruning strategies, namely Depth Pruning and
Width Pruning.
– Finally, our experimental results are presented in Section 6. As there exists no al-
gorithm that discusses mining over anonymized trajectory data, we compare Top-
KMintra with three algorithms which are designed using our baseline algorithm
MintraBL (Section 5.1) by combining with two efficiency strategies TI and TU .
4 Computational Framework for Mining Patterns
As a preprocessing step, we convert an anonymized trajectory data into a wLAS-sequence
data for a given cell-partition which is precomputed using the actual trajectory data and
is known in advance. We suggest the cell-partition to be as much refined+ over activities
as possible. At the same time, we do not restrict having more than one activities at a
single cell. By separating nearby activities over different cells, we create cells with a
very small size. This increases the size of Pi in wLS representation, and therefore, in-
creases the computational complexity of pattern mining, i.e., there is a trade-off between
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the finer patterns and the computational complexity to mine them. Note that reporting
nearby activities at a single cell is equally useful information in such a scenario. There-
fore, we suggest deciding the size of the cells keeping both of these constraints in mind.
One such cell-partitioning is shown in Figure 3 that divide the region into cells ranging
from P1 to P32. The cells in the figure are taken quite bigger to keep our example size
in the subsequent discussion smaller.
4.1 Preprocessing Step: wLAS-sequence data
AL2
AL1
AL3
AL4
AX1 = {a,b,h}
AX2 = {a, c, f ,g}
AX3 = {b, c, e}
AX4 = {a, c,h}P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P27
P28
P29
P30
P31
P32
P26
Fig. 3: Pre-processing using grid of square cells
Let ALi be a MBR of the ith anonymous location in a given anonymous trajectory
that overlaps n cells p1i , p
2
i , . . . p
n
i in P . We define the weight wji of a cell pji within a
MBR as the ratio of area of overlap region between the cell and the MBR, i.e.,
wji =
area of overlap region between ALi and p
j
i
area of ALi
The weighted locationSet representation of ALi (aka. wLS form), therefore, is
ALi ≡ {p1i : w1i , p2i : w2i , . . . , pni : wni }
For convenience, locations in weighted representation will always be ordered in the
increasing order of cell-index. Consider an example of anonymized trajectory as in
Figure 3 where anonymized-region AL1 has a non-empty overlap with cells p1, p2, p5
and p6. Based on the overlap-ratio of these cells with AL1, we have w1 = 29 , w2 =
1
9 , w5 =
4
9 , w6 =
2
9 . The wLS representation of AL1, wLAS of (AL1, AX1) and
wLAS-sequence for anonymous-trajectory in Figure 3 are shown in Table 2. In wLAS
representation, we also maintain the collection of activities in AXi, for each i, sorted in
lexicographic order.
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weighted locationSet (wLS) AL1 ≡ {p1 : 29 , p2 : 19 , p5 : 49 , p6 : 29}
weighted location-activity-set α1 = (AL1, AX1), where
(wLAS) AL1 as above, AX1 = {a, b, h}
weighted location-activity-set α = 〈α1, α2, α3, α4〉, where
Sequence (wLAS-sequence) α1 = (AL1, AX1),α2 = (AL2, AX2),
α3 = (AL3, AX3),α4 = (AL4, AX4)
AL1 = {p1 : 29 , p2 : 19 , p5 : 49 , p6: 29} and AX1 = {a, b,h}
AL2 = {p11 : 13 , p12 : 16 , p15 : 13 , p16 : 16} and AX2 = {a, c, f, g}
AL3 = {p22 : 16 , p23 : 16 , p26 : 13 , p27 : 13} and AX3 = {b, c, e}
AL4 = {p25 : 12 , p26 : 12} and AX4 = {a, c,h}
Table 2: wLAS representation of the Anonymous Trajectory in Fig 3
By w(p, αi), we denote the weight of a cell p in wLAS αi. For example, as in
Table 2, we have w(p2, α1) = 19 . In subsequent sections, we define the relevance of
the trajectory-patterns using weights of cells as in wLAS representation. We do not
consider any separate weight with activities and assume that a (cell, activity) pair within
an anonymized trajectory has the same weight as that of the weight of the cell in the
matching trajectory. This is equivalent of assuming that activities within the MBRs are
equally likely, and therefore, associated with a cell with the same chance as that of a user
being present in the cell. The use of additional knowledge about activities like activity
ranking based on user feedback, most-frequently visited activities, etc., are expected to
refine the quality of the patterns. However, we leave such extensions on the modeling
of activity-weights and its effect on trajectory-pattern mining over anonymized data
as a work to be explored in the future. This being a basic model, the emphasis is on
exploring the possibility of mining patterns from the anonymized data than enhancing
the pattern quality.
For a fixed cell partitioning of the region R, we convert each anonymous trajecto-
ries in PD into a weighted location-activity-set sequence (aka. wLAS-sequence). For
notational convenience, in rest of the paper, we still denote the wLS by AL, wLAS by
αi, wLAS-sequence by α and processed private data by PD. For a particular wLAS
αi, the set of locations in αi are denoted by αi.loc, and the set of activities are de-
noted by αi.act. For example, consider α1 as in the table above, we have α1.loc =
{p1, p2, p5, p6} and α1.act = {a,b,h}.
Definition 8. Consider two wLAS-sequences αa, αb of length p and q respectively, say
αa = 〈αa1 , αa2 , . . . , αap〉 and αb = 〈αb1, αb2, . . . , αbq〉, where ith wLAS in αa is αai =
(ALai , AX
a
i ) and j
th wLAS in αb is αbj = (AL
b
j , AX
b
j ).
1. (wLS containment) wLS ALai is contained in AL
b
j , denoted by AL
a
i ⊆ ALbj , if
locations in ALai are all locations in AL
b
j i.e., AL
a
i .loc ⊆ ALbj .loc.
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2. (wLAS containment) wLAS αai is said to be contained in α
b
j , denoted by α
a
i ⊆ αbj ,
if ALai ⊆ ALbj and AXai ⊆ AXbj . It should be noted that the latter containment is
a standard set-containment
3. (wLAS-sequence containment) αa is contained in αb, denoted by αa ⊆ αb, if every
wLAS of αa is contained in some wLAS of αb. Formally,
αa ⊆ αb if p ≤ q and there exist 1 ≤ j1 < j2 . . . < jp ≤ q such that for every
k = 1 to p we have αak ⊆ αbjk .
4. (wLAS subsequence) αa is a subsequence of αb if αa ⊆ αb.
Example 1. Consider wLAS-sequences α in Table 2 and β as below. The respective
matching of β in α are highlighted.
wLAS-sequence β = 〈β1, β2〉 β1 = (ALb1, AXb1), β2 = (ALb2, AXb2)
ALb1 = { p2 : 13 , p6 : 23} and AXb1 = {h}
ALb2 = {p25 : 12 , p26 : 12} and AX2 = {a, c}
wLS containment ALb1 ⊆ AL1 and ALb2 ⊆ AL4
wLAS containment β1 ⊆ α1 and β2 ⊆ α4
wLAS-sequence containment β ⊆ α
Table 3: wLAS subsequence
4.2 Trajectory-pattern Matching from a wLAS-sequence
We now introduce some of the basic notions and definitions related to trajectory-pattern
and wLAS-sequence, which is useful for explanations in the subsequent sections.
Definition 9. For a trajectory-pattern T = 〈(Pi, Xi)〉ni=1 of length n and a wLAS-
sequence α = 〈α1, α2, . . . αm〉,
1. α is said to be an exact-match of T , denoted by T ∼ α, if m = n and for all i,
Pi = αi.loc and Xi = αi.act.
2. α is said to be a matching sequence of T , denoted by T - α, if there exists a
subsequence of α which is an exact-match of T . Formally, T - α if ∃ α′ ⊆ α such
that T ∼ α′.
For a discussion on pattern mining from a wLAS-sequence database, we need to
consider all subsequences of a wLAS-sequence having an exact-match with the pattern.
We also define notions such as pivot-match and projected subsequence of a pattern in
wLAS-sequences, as discussed below.
Definition 10. Consider a trajectory-pattern T , its matching sequenceα = 〈α1, α2, . . . , αm〉
(|T | ≤ m) and a subsequence β = 〈βk1 , βk2 , . . . , βk|T |〉 of α of the length same as that
of T .
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1. β is said to be a pivot-match of T in α if
– β is an exact-match of T , i.e., T ∼ β, and
– It is the first exact-match of T in α, i.e., for any other exact-match of T in α,
say γ = 〈γs1 , γs2 , . . . , γs|T |〉, the last matching term of T in β (having index
k|T |) comes before the last matching term in γ (having index s|T |).
2. For a pivot-match β = 〈βk1 , βk2 , . . . , βk|T |〉 of T in α, the term of α containing the
last term of the pivot-match, i.e., βk|T | , is called the pivot-term of T in α.
3. If pivot term of T in α is αak , the projected subsequence of T in α, denoted by αT
is the subsequence of α which contains the remaining terms of α after the pivot-
term, including the remaining weighted-locations and activities from the pivot term.
Formally, αT =< αak , αak+1, . . . , αn >, where αak denotes remaining wLAS in
αak .
Example 2. Consider the following example of wLAS-sequence γ and trajectory-patters
T a, T b, T c, T d and T e. It can be seen that γ is a matching sequence for T a, T b, T c and
T d but not for the pattern T e. A matching sequence may have more than one subse-
quences which contains the exact match to the given trajectory-pattern. For example, T b
has a match in subsequence 〈γ1, γ2〉 and 〈γ1, γ3〉. Similarly, T c has match in 〈γ1, γ2〉,
〈γ2, γ3〉, 〈γ1, γ3〉 and T d has a match in 〈γ1, γ3〉, 〈γ2, γ3〉.
γ = 〈γ1, γ2, γ3〉 γ1 = (AL1, AX1) γ2 = (AL2, AX2) γ3 = (AL3, AX3)
(wLAS-sequence) AL1 = {p2 : 0.6, p3 : 0.4} AL2 = ({p3 : 0.2, p4 : 0.8} AL3 = {p4 : 0.3, p6 : 0.7}
AX1 = {b, e, h}) AX2 = {a, b, f, g}) AX3 = {c, f, h}
Trajectory-patterns Patterns Match in γ
T a = 〈ta1 , ta2〉 - γ ta1 = (p2, b) ta2 = (p3, b) ← pivot match
T b = 〈tb1, tb2〉 - γ tb1 = (p2, {b, e}) tb2 = (p4, f) ← pivot match
tb1 = (p2, {b, e}) tb2 = (p4, f)
T c = 〈tc1, tc2〉 - γ tc1 = (p3, {b}) tc2 = (p4, f) ← pivot match
tc1 = (p3, b) t
c
2 = (p4, f)
tc1 = (p3,b) t
c
2 = (p4, f)
T d = 〈td1, td2〉 - γ td1 = (p3, {b}) td2 = (p6, c) ← pivot match
td1 = (p3, b) t
d
2 = (p6, c) ← pivot match
T e = 〈te1〉 6- γ No Match No Match No Match
te1 = (p4, e)
Projected Subsequence of
T a in γ γ2 = (p4, {f, g}) γ3
T b in γ γ2 =null γ3
T c in γ γ2 =null γ3
T d in γ γ3 =null
Table 4: Matching Sequences, Pivot Match and Projected Subsequence
From the above example, the pivot-match of trajectory-patterns T a, T b and T c
are in the same subsequence 〈γ1, γ2〉 and the pivot term is γ2. In all these cases,
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the pivot-match is unique. However, there can be more than one pivot-match of a
trajectory-pattern. This is because pivot-match only restricts the pivot-term which is
unique. The sub-pattern of the trajectory-pattern excluding the last term may have mul-
tiple exact-match. For example, the trajectory-pattern T d has two matches in γ, namely
〈γ1, γ3〉 and 〈γ2, γ3〉, and both are pivot-match. The projected subsequence of T a in γ
is 〈γ2, γ3〉, which is rest of the wLAS-sequence in γ after the patter T a. Here γ2 con-
tains location and activities of the pivot term γ2, excluding the locations and activities
of the last term of T a. For the projected sequence of T b and T c, the term γ2 is null.
This is because either the location or the activity set becomes empty.
For a trajectory-pattern, we now introduce two more terms, namely 1-pattern and
r-pattern. For a wLAS-sequence, a 1-pattern is a (location, activity) pair for which
wLAS-sequence is a matching. For example, (p2, b) is a 1-pattern of γ as in Table 4,
whereas (p5, c) is not. The complete trajectory-pattern of a given wLAS-sequence is
called a raw pattern or r-pattern. For example, 〈({p2, p3}, {b, e,h})({p3, p4}, {a,b, f, g})
({p4, p6}, {c, f, h})〉 is an r-pattern for the γ. We need 1-sequence and r-sequence for
discussion in threshold initialization.
Definition 11 (Sequence-relevance). For a given wLAS-sequence α, the relevance of
its r-pattern is called the sequence-relevance. We denote it byR(α)
4.3 Relevance of a Trajectory-Pattern
Our objective is to find high-relevant trajectory-patterns as discussed in Definition 7.
For this, we assign a weight to a trajectory-pattern,
– by using the weight associated with cells in a wLAS-sequence representation of
anonymous trajectory, and
– by accumulating all the weights due to an overlap of a pattern with different anony-
mous trajectories in PD.
The weight of a trajectory-pattern in the wLAS-sequence estimate the chance of a pat-
tern in the database. We call this weight of a trajectory-pattern as its relevance-score
in the database or just as its relevance. Next, we formally define the procedure to
estimate the relevance of a trajectory-pattern. We first define the relevance of a sin-
gle (location,activity) pair in a wLAS-sequence (Definition 12, point-1). Using this,
we define the relevance of (locationSet,activitySet), i.e., a trajectory-term in a wLAS
(Definition 12, point-2). Finally, we discuss the relevance of a trajectory-pattern in a
wLAS-sequence (Definition 12, point-3) and in a wLAS-sequence database (Definition
12, point-4). For our formalization, we assume that user is equally likely to be at any
place of locations in a wLAS; and may perform any set of activities out of activitySet
in wLAS.
Definition 12 (Relevance of Trajectory-pattern). Consider a wLAS-sequence database
PD, where α = 〈αi〉i denote a wLAS-sequence in PD and αi as ith wLAS-term in
α.Then
1. The relevance of a single location-activity pair (p, a) in wLAS αt is equal to weight
of p in the αt, if αt is a matching sequence of (p, a). i.e.,
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R((p, a), αt) =
{
w(p, αt) if (p, a) - αt
0 otherwise
2. The relevance of locationSet-activitySet pair (L,X) in some wLAS αt is
(a) When L = {p1, p2 . . . , pn}, X = {a} and (L,X) - αi. The relevance of
(L,X) in αi is the sum of the overlap ratio of locations in αi.loc with that of
L.
R((L,X), αt) =
{∑n
i=1R( (pi, a), αt ) (L,X) - αt
0 otherwise
(b) When L = {p1, . . . , pn} and X = {a1, a2, . . . , am}. The relevance of (L,X)
in αt in term of activities depends solely on the fact whether activities in X
belong to αt.act. This is because, we do not associate weight with activities.
R((L,X), αt) = min
j
{ R(L, aj) | j = 1, . . . ,m }
3. The relevance of a trajectory pattern T = 〈(Li, Xi)〉 in wLAS-sequence.
(a) The relevance of a trajectory-pattern T in a wLAS-sequence α is the collection
of all relevance values of T for possible multiple exact-match of T in α.
R(T, α) = {
∑
i
R((Li, Xi), βi) | β = 〈βi〉 ⊆ α and T ∼ β)}.
(b) The max-relevance of a trajectory-pattern T in a wLAS-sequence α, denoted
byRmax(T, α), is the maximum over all relevance values of T in α.
Rmax(T, α) = maxR(T, α).
4. The relevance score of a trajectory-pattern T in an anonymous trajectory data PD
is the summation of all the relevance values of T over matching sequences in PD.
R(T,PD) =
∑
α∈PD
Rmax(T, α)
We define relevance of a trajectory-pattern T = 〈(Li, Xi)〉 in a wLAS-sequence
α ∈ PD using its match in α; and by accumulating the relevance of trajectory-term
(Li, Xi) (called term-relevance) with the corresponding matching-term. For term-relevance
of (L,X) in αt, if any activity in X is not in αt.act, then the relevance is zero; other-
wise, the relevance is same as that of (L, ai) for any activity ai in X . It is easy to verify
that R(L, ai) = R(L, aj), for any ai, aj ∈ X . In the definition of term-relevance, we
first consider the relevance of the locations in L and then the relevance of the activities
in X . We could have done the other way round and obtained the same value.
The relevance of a trajectory-pattern T with the matching wLAS-sequence α is de-
fined as the summation of the term-relevance values. An alternative theoretically more
sound definition for the relevance of a trajectory-pattern may be to consider the product
of the term-relevance of the independent terms in the exact-match in place of summa-
tion. Being an overlap ratio of locations, term-relevance values are fractions, and their
product will be even smaller. To avoid working with very small threshold values, we
have considered summation of individual term-relevances which has the same prun-
ing power as the product in term of finding useful patterns. Since a trajectory-pattern
may have multiple matches in a wLAS-sequence, its relevance in wLAS-sequence is
the collection of all relevance values with distinct matches. For defining the relevance
of a trajectory-pattern in a wLAS-sequence data, we consider the maximum relevance
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value of a trajectory-pattern among its distinct matches in wLAS-sequence. The sum-
mation of maximum relevances of a trajectory pattern over the matching sequences
in a wLAS-sequence data is, therefore, the relevance of a trajectory-pattern in wLAS-
sequence data. If wLAS-sequence data is clear from the context, we sometimes denote
the relevance of a trajectory-pattern T by just writingR(T ).
Example 3. For explaining relevance of a trajectory-pattern, as discussed above, we
consider a toy example of an anonymized database PD = 〈α1, α2, α3〉 in Table 5.
The evaluation of the relevance of a trajectory pattern T = 〈η1, η2〉, where η1 =
({p1, p2}, {a,b}) and η2 = (p5, g), in α1 and in PD is shown in Table 6.
Private Data
α1 = 〈αa1 , αa2 , αa3〉 αa1 = (ALa1 , AXa1 ), αa2 = (ALa2 , AXa2 ), αq3 = (ALa3 , AXa3 )
ALa1 = {p1 : 0.25, p2 : 0.25, p5 : 0.25, p6 : 0.25} and AXa1 = {a, b, h}
ALa2 = {p1 : 0.2, p2 : 0.2, p5 : 0.4, p7 : 0.2} and AXa2 = {a, b, g, j})
ALa3 = {p3 : 0.2, p5 : 0.1, p7 : 0.25, p11 : 0.45} and AXa3 = {a, c, d, g})
α2 = 〈αb1, αb2, αb3〉 αb1 = (ALb1, AXb1), αb2 = (ALb2, AXb2), αb3 = (ALb3, AXb3)
ALb1 = {p3 : 0.26, p4 : 0.22, p7 : 0.3, p8 : 0.22, } and AXb1 = {d, e, h}
ALb2 = {p6 : 0.13, p7 : 0.2, p10 : 0.2, p11 : 0.47, } and AXb2 = {e, f, g}
ALb3 = {p9 : 0.24, p10 : 0.34, p13 : 0.22, p14 : 0.2} and AXb3 = {d, f}
α3 = 〈αc1, αc2〉 αc1 = (ALc1, AXc1), αc2 = (ALc2, AXc2)
ALc1 = {p1 : 0.2, p2 : 0.4, p6 : 0.1, p7 : 0.3, } and AXc1 = {a, b, h}
ALc2 = {p5 : 0.2, p6 : 0.3, p10 : 0.2, p11 : 0.3, } and AXc2 = {a, g, h}
Table 5: Sample wLAS-sequence database
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Relevance of αa1 αa2 αa3
T = 〈η1, η2〉 in α1
η1 - αa1 η1 - αa2 η1 6- αa3
η1 = ({p1, p2}, {a, b}) R((p1, a), αa1) = 0.25 R((p1, a), αa2) = 0.2 R(η1, αa3) = 0
R((p2, a), αa1) = 0.25 R((p2, a), αa2) = 0.2
R(({p1, p2}, a), αa1) = 0.5 R(({p1, p2}, a), αa2) = 0.4
R(({p1, p2}, b), αa1) = 0.5 R(({p1, p2}, b), αa2) = 0.4
R((η1, αa1) = 0.5 R(η1, αa2) = 0.4
η2 = (p5, g) η2 6- αa1 η2 - αa2 η2 - αa3
R(η2, αa1) = 0 R(η2, αa2) = 0.4 R(η2, αa3) = 0.1
1st Match of T in α1, say β1 η1 - αa1 η2 - αa2
R(T, β1) = 0.9 R(η1, αa1) +R(η2, αa2)
2nd Match of T in α1, say β2 η1 - αa1 η2 - αa3
R(T, β2) = 0.6 R(η1, αa1) +R(η2, αa3)
3rd Match of T in α1,say β3 η1 - αa2 η2 - αa3
R(T, β3) = 0.5 R(η1, αa2) +R(η2, αa3)
Rmax(T, α1) = max{R(T, β1),R(T, β2),R(T, β3)} = max{0.9, 0.6, 0.5} = 0.9
Rmax(T, α2) = 0 (T 6- α2)
Rmax(T, α3) = max{{R(η1, αc1) +R(η2, αc2)}} = max{{0.6 + 0.2}} = 0.8
R(T,PD) = Rmax(T, α1) +Rmax(T, α2) +Rmax(T, α3) = 1.7
Table 6: Relevance of Trajectory-pattern in wLAS-sequence data
5 Top-K Pattern Mining Framework
Patterns from an anonymized data can be mined for a user specified min relevance
threshold. However, it is often difficult to set a proper threshold. A small threshold may
produce thousands of patterns, whereas a high value may lead to no findings. Since the
value of threshold is data-specific, setting a proper threshold for desired result size may
be computationally challenging. We, therefore, propose a top-k framework for mining
patterns from an anonymized data. In top-k mining framework, for a user specified pat-
tern count–an interger value k, we intend to mine top-k high-relevant trajectory patterns
from an anonymized data PD which is in a wLAS-sequence form.
Definition 13 (Top-k high relevant pattern). A trajectory-pattern T is said to be a
top-k high-relevant pattern if there are less than k trajectory-patterns whose relevance
score is more than the relevance of T in the database PD.
Our computational procedure for pattern mining over a wLAS-sequence data is in-
fluenced by a pattern growth approach USpan [37] which is designed for mining high-
utility sequential patterns from a weighted itemset sequence data. The data in USpan
consists of one-dimensional sequences having terms as a set of items with their term-
utility (that is quantity × unit-price). However, in our framework, a wLAS-sequence
data contains two-dimensional sequences where each term is a pair having spatial-
information (a weighted-locations-set) and textual information (an activity-set). The
similarity in one of the dimensions of a wLAS-sequence data (i.e., weighted-location-
set) with that of sequences in USpan suggests a possible adoption of USpan as a three-
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step procedure. First, transform a two-dimensional wLAS-sequence data into an equiv-
alent one-dimensional data (required as an input for USpan). Second, apply USpan
to find one-dimensional relevant patterns from the transformed data. Third, map the
mined patterns to the corresponding two-dimensional patterns. Though this adaptation
of USpan as USpan2D [13] can find high-relevant patterns from wLAS-sequence
data, the procedure is computationally expensive. As shown [13], USpan2D generates
many invalid one-dimensional patterns that are not equivalent to any two-dimensional
patterns in the wLAS-sequence data. Moreover, these invalid patterns cannot be dis-
carded as their extension may generate valid two-dimensional high-relevant patterns.
Inability to discard invalid patterns in the transformed space makes the search space
substantially large and the USpan2D procedure computationally inviable.
To overcome this difficulty of finding patterns efficiently, a two-dimensional pattern
growth approach, namely Mintra [13], is proposed. Mintra, a non-trivial extension
of the one-dimensional pattern growth technique, avoids duplicate pattern generation by
restricting repetition in exploration. Though Mintra outperforms USpan2D in term
of execution time, finding enough number of patterns in Mintra is not always easy.
A threshold value that returns a desired number of patterns is highly data dependent.
This is because the relevance score of patterns may be small numbers for a sparse-
data whereas it can be larger numbers for a dense-data. This variation in the relevance
scores of patterns makes it hard to choose a proper threshold value for the desired result
size over different data sets. In this work, we resolve this issue by proposing a top-k
framework that can efficiently mine top-k high relevant trajectory-patterns for a user-
provided parameter k. Since there exists no prior work on top-k pattern mining from an
anonymized trajectory data, for comparison of our proposed technique, we first discuss
a baseline approach that is designed using Mintra. An advantage of using Mintra
in defining the baseline algorithm is that Mintra is efficient than the one-dimensional
pattern growth algorithm USpan2D.
5.1 MintraBL : A Baseline Algorithm
In our baseline algorithm MintraBL, we maintain a list ‘TopKList’ that contains the
best top-k patterns during the exploration usingMintra. The patterns in the TopKList
are sorted over their relevance score. At any stage of MintraBL, the minimum rele-
vance score of the patterns in the TopKList is set as the current threshold. Thus, the
threshold value in the MintraBL keeps changing while exploring the search space.
The steps of our baseline algorithm are as follows:
1. To start the TopKList is initialized as empty and the threshold value is initialized
as 0.
2. The wLAS-sequence data is scanned using Mintra to find patterns with their rel-
evance score.
3. A pattern having relevance score more than the current threshold is inserted into
the TopKList (at an appropriate position); the length of the list is maintained to
k if it has become more than k (by dropping a pattern with the least relevance in
the list); and, the threshold is modified (to the updated minimum relevance of the
current list) for the future exploration.
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4. MintraBL terminates by exploring all the patterns generated using Mintra and
returns with the top-k patterns in the TopKList.
Disadvantage of Baseline Algorithm Though MintraBL mines top-k patterns cor-
rectly, it traverses too many candidate trajectory-patterns. The limitation of the baseline
algorithm is that it fails to capitalize the advantage of top-k requirement. There are two
main disadvantages to the execution of the baseline approach.
– First, in the baseline the threshold value is dynamic, i.e., it changes during the
execution. Initially, the threshold is set at 0, and it gets modified with the addi-
tion of patterns in the TopKList. This results in the exploration of a high number
of patterns initially in the search tree and until the threshold value is not raised
substantially.
– Second, the value of the threshold is modified based upon the relevance of the
candidates inserted in the TopKList. Therefore, the order in which the search
tree is explored and the candidates are inserted into the TopKList affects the size
of the search tree. In between various possibilities for growing the current pat-
tern, choosing those patterns early that may have high relevance are expected to
increase the threshold sharply and to have relatively smaller search space. How-
ever, in MintraBL patterns are picked based upon its lexicographic order than
that of its relevance score.
Based on these observations, we propose two efficiency heuristics, namely threshold
initialization (TI) that resolve the issues with ‘low initial threshold value’, and thresh-
old updation (TU) that ‘update threshold optimally at each stage’. Our proposed top-k
pattern mining approach over anonymized data uses these two heuristics together with
two early termination strategies, namely depth pruning and width pruning [37]. We
discuss the details of the TopKMintra in the next section.
5.2 TopKMintra
TopKMintra grows trajectory-patterns in both the spatial and the textual dimensions
simultaneously. For this, there are three basic term-concatenation operations, namely
location-concatenation, activity-concatenation, and sequential-concatenation, denoted
by l-concatenation, a-concatenation, and s-concatenation respectively. In s-concatena-
tion, a trajectory-pattern is extended by appending a term (location, activity) at the
suffix of the current trajectory-pattern. Whereas in a l-concatenation or in an a-concate-
nation, a trajectory-pattern is extended by appending a location or an activity to the
last term of the current trajectory-pattern, respectively. An application of these term-
concatenation operations on a trajectory-pattern and the resultant trajectory-pattern is
shown in Table 7.
From a current-pattern, for a given location and an activity term, an l-concatenation
followed by an a-concatenation or an a-concatenation followed by an l-concatenation
will both generate the same child pattern. To avoid this repetition of patterns, we im-
posed a restriction on location extension after an activity extension. For example, in the
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Trajectory-Pattern Operation Resultant Trajectory Pattern
(p1, a)(p2, {b, c}) l-concatenation by p3 (p1, a)({p2, p3}, {b, c})
a-concatenation by d (p1, a)(p2, {b, c, d})
s-concatenation by (p4, e) (p1, a)(p2, {b, c})(p4, e)
Table 7: Term concatenation operations over Trajectory-patterns
{}
. . .s s
(p1, a) (p1, b) . . .
({p1, p2}, a)
. . .
(p1, {a, b})
. . .
(p1, a)(p6, e)
s
s
sal
. . . . . .
sal
. . . . . .
l a
(p1, {a, b, h}) (p1, {a, b})(p6, e)
a s. . .
. . .
. . .
Fig. 4: Snapshot of a search tree
Fig. 4 depicting pattern-growth, the pattern (p1, {a,b}) is not extended in location di-
mension as it is generated through activity extension. This restriction on pattern genera-
tion not only improves on execution time by avoiding repetition but it is also necessary
for finding correct top-k patterns by restricting duplicates. However, the actual effi-
ciency of TopKMintra over the baseline is due to the two heuristics, namely threshold
initialization (TI) and threshold updation (TU), that improves on the above mentioned
two limitations of the baseline approach–initializing and updating the threshold value;
and due to the couple of pruning strategies, namely depth pruning and width pruning,
that ensures early termination.
To overcome the limitation of the threshold initialized with 0 inMintraBL, that re-
sults in generating a high number of unpromising patterns, we use the following heuris-
tic.
Strategy 1: Threshold initialization (TI). We initialize the TopKList with patterns
of length 1, length 2 and complete wLAS-sequences from the database, sorted based
on their relevance-score. The initialization takes place before the actual mining starts
and requires a single data scan that can be performed together with other initialization
tasks, such as relevance matrix formation (discussed later while explaining the algorith-
mic procedure). The minimum relevance score of these initial patterns in the TopKList
is assigned as the initial threshold. As shown through experiments in Section 6, the TI
heuristic raises the initial threshold value substantially, restrict the unpromising candi-
dates early, and therefore, reduces the search space and the running time.
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TI strategy initializes the threshold value to some non-zero value based on the pre-
insertion of patterns as mentioned above. Let us consider a pattern which is discarded
to be a candidate in TopKList due to this change (say TopKList1); however, assume
that it is selected as a candidate in the TopKList when the initial threshold was set to
be zero (say TopKList2). Clearly, such a pattern cannot be a top-k pattern. For if it
is a valid top-k pattern then its score should be more than the lowest score candidate
in the current TopKlist1. This is contradictory to the fact that it was discarded to be a
candidate in TopKList1. Such a pattern even if it enters in the TopKList2 has to leave
it at some stage in the future. Thus, in both the cases, it can not be a valid candidate
eventually.
Further, we are working on a fixed search space where we are pruning or reordering
it based on some fixed strategies to make exploration efficient. If we assume that there
is no other strategy except threshold initialization, then the patterns will be picked from
the search space in the same order. In that case, it is easy to see that the threshold due
to preinsertion will always remain greater or equal to the threshold when we start with
zero initial threshold. As a result, any pattern which is a candidate in TopKList1 will
also be a candidate in TopKList2. Thus, if other strategies are correct TI neither gen-
erates false positive nor it generates false negative.
In a fixed-threshold based pattern growth algorithms, the search space is independent of
the exploration order. However, for the correctness of such an algorithm, non-repetition
of patterns need to be ensured. In Mintra, the same is done by introducing a lexi-
cographic order over the term-concatenation, and therefore, by maintaining an order
over the search tree. For the top-k approach, the threshold value changes during the
execution. Therefore, an early addition of candidates in the TopKList that raises the
threshold sharply may result in generating less unpromising patterns. This leads us to
our second heuristic– threshold update. We first introduce PTR-order for trajectory pat-
terns and for the term-concatenation operation that is instrumental in defining our next
heuristic. We start with Projectod Trajectory-pattern Relevance (PTR) which in turn is
defined using pivot-match relevance and projected-subsequence relevance.
Definition 14 (Pivot-match relevance). For a pivot-match (Definition 10) of a trajec-
tory pattern T in a wLAS-sequence α, its maximum relevance is called the pivot-match
relevance, and is denoted byRPM (T, α).
For trajectory-pattern T = 〈η1, η2〉 and its matching sequence α1 in Table 6, there
are three exact match β1, β2 and β3. Clearly, β1 = 〈αa1 , αa2〉 is a pivot-match, where
RPM (T, α1) = max{R(T, β1)} = max{0.9} = 0.9. The pivot-match of a trajectory
pattern in a matching sequence need not to be unique. For example consider the match-
ing sequence α2 of a trajectory-pattern T ′ = 〈ν1ν2〉, where ν1 = (p7, e), ν2 = (p9,d).
The pattern T ′ have exact match in subsequences of α2, i.e., in α21 · α23, say β1, and
in α22 · α23, say β2. Clearly, both of them are pivot-match, where RPM (T ′, α2) =
max{R(T ′, β1),R(T ′, β2)} = max{{0.3 + 0.24}, {0.2 + 0.24}} = 0.54
Definition 15 (Projected-subsequence relevance). For a trajectory pattern T and a
wLAS-sequence α, the projected-subsequence relevance of T in α is the sequence-
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relevance of its projected-subsequence (Definition 10). We denote it by Rrest(T, α)
or byR(α).
The projected subsequence of trajectory-pattern T (Table 6) in matching sequence
α1 (Table 5) is 〈({p7 : 0.2, {j}), ({p3 : 0.2, p5 : 0.1, p7 : 0.25, p11 : 0.45}, {a, c,d, g})〉,
and the projected-subsequence relevance, i.e.,Rrest(T, α1) is 1.2.
We now define the projected trajectory-pattern relevance (PTR) of a trajectory pattern
in a matching wLAS-sequence and in the wLAS-sequence database.
Definition 16 (Projected Trajectory-pattern Relevance (PTR)). For a trajectory pat-
tern T , a wLAS-sequence data PD and a matching wLAS-sequence α of T in PD,
– The projected trajectory-pattern relevance of T in α, denoted by PTR(T, α), is the
sum of the pivot-match relevance and the projected subsequence relevance, i.e.,
PTR(T, α) = RPM (T, α) +Rrest(T, α)
– The projected trajectory-pattern relevance of T in PD, denoted by PTR(T ), is the
sum of projected trajectory-pattern relevance of T over all the matching sequences
α in PD. i.e,
PTR(T ) =
∑
α∈PD
PTR(T, α)
For a trajectory-pattern T (Table 6) and wLAS-sequence database (Table 5), the pro-
jected trajectory-pattern relevance of T in α1 is PTR(T, α1) = 2.1 (asRPM (T, α1) =
0.9 and Rrest(T, α1) = 1.2). Also, PTR(T, α2) = 0 (T 6- α2) and PTR(T, α3) =
1.6 (asRPM (T, α3) = 0.8,Rrest(T, α3) = 0.8 ), and therefore, PTR(T ) = 3.7.
We now define the PTR-order for trajectory patterns and for the concatenation opera-
tion.
Definition 17. (PTR-order for trajectory-patterns) Let T be a trajectory-pattern which
is extended to Tx and Ty by a single term-concatenation operation by term x and y
respectively. Then we say pattern Tx is prior to Ty , denoted by Tx < Ty , if
– Both Tx and Ty are concatenated through the same operation, and
• either PTR(Tx) > PTR(Ty).
• or if PTR(Tx) = PTR(Ty) then x is lexicographically smaller than y.
– Tx is l-concatenated and Ty is either a-concatenated or s-concatenated.
– Tx is a-concatenated and Ty is s-concatenated.
PTR-order inserts those candidates early in the TopKList for which PTR (Defi-
nition 16) is high as compare to other candidates at that stage. In the PTR-order, the
execution preference is given to l-concatenation, then to a-concatenation and then to
s-concatenation. We use PTR-order for trajectory-patterns to induce an order over term-
concatenation.
Definition 18. (PTR-order based term-concatenation) For a trajectory-pattern T , a
term x is prior to term y for term-concatenation, denoted by x ≺ y, if Tx < Ty .
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Strategy 2: Threshold update. We propose to use the PTR-order to sort the terms in
the term-concatenation lists, namley s-list, a-list and l-list. The proposed PTR-order not
only ensure correctness, it also reduce the search space. This is due to quick rise in the
threshold value during the stages by choosing candidates that are expected to have high
relevance score, and which is also experimentally verified in Section 6.
Now we justify that threshold update do not generate any false negative or false
positive pattern as a top-k pattern. At any stage, the threshold update explores the search
space by giving preference to the patterns having higher relevance as compared to other
candidates at that stage. Thus, if a pattern is discarded to be a candidate it must have a
relevance score lower than the lowest relevance of the current candidate list. Thus, it can
not be a valid top-k pattern as we have already a set of k patterns having relevance more
than this pattern. If we assume that the other strategies are correct, threshold update
only changes the order in which the search space is explored, i.e., all the patterns will be
explored to be a valid candidate but in a different order. Now if a pattern is in the actual
top-k list, it has to be in the final candidate list reported through threshold update. If it
is not, then the lowest threshold of the candidates in the reported list will be lesser than
this missing pattern, and this contradicts the fact that all the candidates were explored
in the search space. Thus if all other strategies are correct, the threshold update returns
the correct top-k list.
The above two strategies manage threshold value so as to avoid generating many
unpromising patterns. However, we still need to scan the search tree substantially to
decide on top-k relevant patterns. For this, we suggest two pruning strategies, namely
depth pruning and width pruning [37], that help in early termination with the best top-k
patterns.
In TopKMintra, the projected data is scanned to find terms for concatenation.
Three lists, viz., l-list, a-list and s-list, are maintained that contains terms for respective
concatenation operation. In width pruning, while maintaining the l-list and s-list for
the future exploration corresponding to the current trajectory-pattern, only promising
items are appended to the respective list. However, in a depth pruning strategy, further
exploration of a trajectory-pattern is stopped when no more high relevant pattern as an
extension of the current pattern in possible based on the information from the projected
data, i.e., it stopped going deeper into the search tree.
Strategy 3: Width Pruning [37]. To avoid selecting unpromising items for the s-
list and l-list, we adopt a width pruning strategy. The strategy is based on sequence-
relevance downward closure property (SDCP) similar to USpan. To define SDCP, we
first discuss the matching sequence-relevance of a trajectory-pattern.
Definition 19. (Matching Sequence-relevance) For a pattern T , its matching sequence-
relevance, denoted by MSR(T ), is defined as the sum of the sequence-relevance (Def-
inition 11) of all its matching wLAS-sequences α ∈ PD (Definition 9). i.e.,
MSR(T ) =
∑
T-α,α∈PD
R(α)
Theorem 1. (Sequence-relevance Downward Closure Property) For a given wLAS-
sequence database, and two trajectory patterns T1 and T2 such that T1 ⊆ T2, we
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have
MSR(T2) ≤MSR(T1)
Proof. Let α ∈ PD such that T2 - α, i.e., there exists α2 ⊆ α s.t. T2 ∼ α2. Since
T1 ⊆ T2, there must exists a α1 ⊆ α2 such that T1 ∼ α1. This implies that T1 - α,
i.e.,
{α | α ∈ PD ∧ T2 - α} ⊆ {β | β ∈ PD ∧ T1 - β}
Hence,
MSR(T2) ≤MSR(T1)
For the term under consideration for the concatenation operation, we compute the
matching sequence-relevance corresponding to all the matching sequences. If the match-
ing sequence-relevance is more than the current threshold, the term is promising. Oth-
erwise, the term is unpromising.
Strategy 4: Depth Pruning [37]. If the projected trajectory relevance of a trajectory
pattern T in wLAS-sequence data PD, i.e., PTR(T ) (Definition 16), is less than the
current threshold then T and its offspring cannot be relevant pattern. In this situation,
we can stop going deeper into the search tree and rather backtrack. The depth pruning
strategy is based on the following result.
Theorem 2. Given a trajectory pattern T and wLAS-sequence data PD, the relevance
of T and T ’s childern in the search tree are no more than PTR(T ).
Proof. For T , a given trajectory-pattern, and for any α ∈ PD such that T - α, say,
the projected subsequence of T in α is αT (Definition 10). Now, for any term t in the
projected subsequence αT , the relevance of any of the match of t in αT is no more than
the total relevance of the projected subsequenceRrest(T, α).
Let T ′ be the pattern generated by concatenating the term t in T . From the above
argument, it is easy to observe that the maximum relevance of T ′ in α, i.e.,Rmax(T ′, α)
can be no more that theRPM (T, α) +Rrest(T, α) (= PTR(T, α)). Therefore,
R(T ′,PD) =
∑
α∈PD
Rmax(T ′, α)
≤
∑
α∈PD
PTR(T, α)
= PTR(T )
Hence the result.
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Algorithm 1 TopKMintra
1: Input:
Anonymized database PD in wLAS-sequence form,
user provided top-k parameter ‘k’
2: Output:
TopKList containing Top-k spatio-textual sequential pattern
3: Global state:
TopKList: list of size ‘k’to store top-k patterns
threshold: To compare relevance of a patterns
4: Initialize:
Projected-relevance Matrix (PRM)
lookup table for activities (Act)
TopKList← φ
threshold← preInsertion(PD, k, TopKList)
5:
6: Node← root
7: s loc− list← Scan PRM to find location for serial concatenation
8: Perform width pruning to remove unpromising items (u loc) from s loc− list
9: for each loc ∈ s loc− list do
10: Node← Node+ Serial(loc)
11: Compute Node.PTR . Using pivot match, pivot relevance and subsequence relevance
12: if (Node.PTR >= threshold) then
13: Call TopKMintra update act(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList, emptylist)
14: Call TopKMintra update i− loc(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList)
15: end if
16: end for
17: return TopKList
TopKMintra Algorithm. We are now ready to discuss our TopKMintra algorithm.
The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1 with two subroutines Algorithm 2 and Al-
gorithm 3. The input for TopKMintra is an anonymous databasePD in wLAS-sequence
form and the user provided top-k parameter k; the output contains the top-k high rele-
vant trajectory-patterns from PD in the TopKList.
The main algorithm TopKMintra first initializes data structure projected-relevance
matrix (PRM) similar to the utility matrix in [37], a lookup table for activities (ACT),
TopKList and initial threshold. The projected-relevance matrix for each wLAS-sequence
contains a matrix in loc-ids (present in the sequence) and term-id. Each entry in the ma-
trix is a tuple where the first value is the relevance of the matching loc-id in the term-id
(zero if it is not present) and the second value is the remaining subsequence relevance.
The two advantage of computing PRM is that– first, we can find list of term concatena-
tion (line 7 in Algorithm 1, line 1 in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3); and second, we can
compute Node.relevance and Node.PTR which is the relevance and projected tra-
jectory relevance of the current trajectory-pattern respectively (line 11 in Algorithm 1,
line 4 in Algorithm 2 and line 5 in Algorithm 3). The data structure Act is an inverted
list of (activity,term-id) to the list of wLAS-sequence-ids. This stores the information
of the list of wLAS-sequence in which the activity is present at a particular term-id.
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Algorithm 2 TopKMintra update act
1: a− list← Scan PRM to find activities for i-concatenation
2: for each act ∈ a− list do
3: Node← Node+ I(act)
4: Compute Node.relevance and Node.PTR using PRM
5: if (Node.relevance >= threshold) then
6: Insert Node.seq in TopKList maintaining size at-most k
7: Update threshold
8: end if
9: if (Node.PTR >= threshold) then
10: Call TopKMintra update act(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList, tail(a− list))
11: Call TopKMintra update s− loc(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList)
12: end if
13: end for
Algorithm 3 TopKMintra update x-loc
1: x loc− list← Scan PRM to find location for x-concatenation
2: Perform width pruning to remove Unpromising items (u loc) from x loc− list
3: for each lox ∈ x loc− list do
4: Node← Node+X(loc)
5: Compute Node.PTR using PRM
6: if (Node.PTR >= threshold) then
7: Call TopKMintra update act(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList, empty − list)
8: Call TopKMintra update x− loc(Node, PRM,Act, k, TopKList)
9: end if
10: end for
The two subroutines Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are required to maintain the order
of execution (line 13-14 in Algorithm 1, line 10-11 in Algorithm 2 and line 7-8 in AL-
gorithm 3) and restricting l-concatenation after the a-concatenation (line 10-11 in Al-
gorithm 2) to avoid repetition. The algorithm 3 is a common routine for l-concatenation
and s-concatenation where x-loc represent both l-loc and s-loc. The width pruning
while extending the location is applied (line 8 in Algorithm 1 and line 2 in Algo-
rithm 3) to consider only promising terms for concatenation. To backtrack instead of
going deeper and returning with nothing, we have applied depth pruning (line 12-15 in
Algorithm 1, line 9-12 in Algorithm 2 and line 6-9 in Algorithm 3). The pattern is valid
only when we append an activity (line 2-3 in Algorithm 2. For every such valid pattern,
we check if the relevance of the generated pattern is more than the current threshold
(line 5 in Algorithm 2). For relevant pattern, we update the TopKList by appending
the trajectory-pattern at an appropriate place in TopKList and update the current thresh-
old (line 6-7 in Algorithm 2. The routine of the TopKMintra is self explanatory which
recursively calls various routines for updating TopKList and return with top-k most
relevant trajectory-patterns in wLAS-sequence data PD.
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6 Experimental Evaluation
Table 8: Characteristics of real datasets
Dataset #Trajectories Avg. trajectory length (A) #Locations (D) #Activity (D) Max. trajectory length
TDrive 10,219 9.6 15,481 631 10
FourSquare 10,567 8.2 13,946 631 12
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed technique TopKMintra
against three algorithms– a baseline algorithm MintraBL (refer 5.1) and two other al-
gorithms designed using baseline algorithm, namely MintraBL+i, MintraBL+s. The
difference between the three algorithms with that of TopKMintra is the inclusion or
non-inclusion of the two pruning strategies as discussed in section 5.2, i.e., threshold
initialization (to overcome the limitation of initial threshold value as 0), and threshold
update (to optimally update threshold at each step using PTR based sorting order). In
the baseline algorithm, none of the two strategies are included, whereas in MintraBL+i
only threshold initialization strategy is included, and in MintraBL+s only threshold
update strategy is included. We have implemented our algorithms in Java, and all the
experiments were conducted on a Windows 2012 Server with Intel Xeon(R) CPU of
2.00 GHz and 64 GB RAM.
We conduct experiments on TDrive [68, 69] and FourSquare [70] trajectory datasets.
The characteristics of the datasets are shown in Table 8. The TDrive dataset contains
one-week trajectories of 10,357 taxis. We preprocess the datasets to construct anonymized
user trajectories with both k-anonymity and l-diversity set to 3. We have used HaverSine
method to compute the distance between two GPS coordinates for any comparisons.
Since we extract common patterns over anonymized data, meaningful patterns can be
extracted only if there is enough overlap between the trajectories. This requires filtering
of trajectories for a fixed region to find enough patterns. To incorporate this in TDrive
dataset, we have considered the taxi locations with longitude and latitude between (115
to 120) and (37 to 42). For the specified region, we have considered taxi trajectories of
length at most ten where every location of the trajectory is a stoppage, i.e., the taxi has
stopped at the location for the considerate amount of time. As a preprocessing step, we
discretized the region into 1000×1000 square cells and mapped the taxi trajectories into
the corresponding cell-trajectories. To create activity-trajectory data, some of the cell
locations of the discretized region are assigned a randomly chosen activity, and the same
is associated with the corresponding cell-trajectories. The extracted cell-trajectories are
anonymized using the k-anonymity and l-diversity as specified above.
For FourSquare dataset, check-in locations with longitude and latitude between (35
to 36) and (139 to 140) are selected. At most twelve points are extracted for every tra-
jectory and mapped to a 200× 200 square cells. Every check-in location in FourSquare
dataset has an activity associated with it. This cell-trajectory data is anonymized using
k-anonymity and l-diversity.
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Fig. 5: Performance evaluation on TDrive and FourSquare datasets for cell size
(0.0020,0.0040). MintraBL+s and MintraBL didn’t terminate on FourSquare dataset
for more than 24 hours. Hence, we don’t report their readings for FourSquare dataset.
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Fig. 6: Memory consumption on TDrive and FourSquare datasets. MintraBL+s and
MintraBL didn’t terminate on FourSquare dataset for more than 24 hours. Hence, we
don’t report their readings for FourSquare dataset.
6.1 Performance Evaluation
We study the performance gain of ToKMintra with the other three AlgorithmMintraBL,
MintraBL+ i and MintraBL+ s in terms of absolute execution time, candidate set
size and main memory for different top-k values. We also study the effect of dataset-
size, trajectory-length, cell size, k-anonymity, and l-diversity over execution time and
the number of candidate trajectory-patterns generated measured by the number of re-
cursive calls.
Effect of varying top-k value: Fig. 5 shows the performance of the algorithms on
TDrive, and FourSquare datasets for different top-k values. The number of trajectories
and sequence length remain the same as specified in Table 8. It can be observed that the
execution time and the number of candidates increase on increasing the top-k value. The
threshold value depends upon the size of the TopKList. More candidates in the TopKList
will lower the threshold value, and result in more exploration of the search space. We
observe that TopKMintra performs the best and MintraBL is the slowest algorithm for
both datasets. MintraBL+i performs better than MintraBL+s for TDrive dataset. We
don’t report the results for MintraBL+s and MintraBL on FourSquare dataset as the
algorithms did not terminate for more than 24 hours. We also observed the memory
requirement of our algorithms measured using Java-VisualVM which comes bundled
with the JDK. The results are shown in Figure 6. The results show a positive correlation
between the number of candidates generated and the memory consumed by different
algorithms.
Effect of Scalability: To measure the scalability of the two algorithms, we gener-
ate a dataset containing different number of trajectories. The generated datasets have
sequences in the range 2K to 10K. The sequence length remains the same as speci-
fied in Table 8 and top-k is set to 1000. The datasets were constructed by selecting the
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Fig. 7: Scalability on TDrive and FourSquare datasets for top-k=1000 and cell size
(0.0020,0.0040). MintraBL+s and MintraBL didn’t terminate on FourSquare dataset
for more than 24 hours. Hence, we don’t report their readings for FourSquare dataset.
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Fig. 8: Varying length of trajectory on TDrive and FourSquare datasets for top-k=1000
and cell size (0.0020,0.0040).
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Fig. 9: Varying k-anonymity on TDrive dataset with trajectory length 5 for top-k=1000
and cell-size (0.0020,0.0040).
first 2K, 4K, 6K, and 8K transactions from TDrive and FourSquare datasets. The re-
sults are shown in Fig.7. The graph clearly shows that TopKMintra performs the best
compared to other algorithms. It is interesting to observe that for both the data sets the
running time and number of candidates increase with the number of transactions and
then decrease. This is because we have fixed the region for extracting patterns, and as
we increase the number of anonymized trajectories it increases the trajectory density in
the fixed region. TopKMintra can find top-k patterns quickly in denser regions as more
trajectories overlap and the top-k threshold rises quickly during the mining process.
This clearly indicates that patterns can be mined efficiently in the dense regions and,
therefore, with more and more anonymized data mining of the pattern become easy.
Effect of Varying trajectory length: In Fig.8, we show the effect of length of
anonymized trajectory for different trajectory length. The number of transactions re-
mains the same as specified in Table 8 and top-k is set to 1000. It is clear from the
graph that as we increase the length, the number of recursive calls and execution time
increases with the length of the trajectory. It is trivial to observe that the search space
increases with the trajectory length as more a-concatenation, s-concatenation, and l-
concatenation operations are performed as inferred by the increase in candidates gen-
erated. We observe that TopKMintra and MintraBL+i perform significantly better than
other variants for longer trajectory length. MintraBL+s performs similarly to TopKMintra
for shorter length trajectories. However, it’s performance degrades as trajectory length
increases in terms of absolute time and number of recursive calls.
Effect of Varying k-anonymity: Figure 9 shows the effect of varying k-anonymity
on the performance of TopKMintra, and other algorithms. The size of anonymized
regions associated with a trajectory increases to satisfy the increase in k-anonymity.
Hence, the number of overlapping cells on the ground with the anonymized regions
will increase leading to rise in the number of term-concatenations operations.
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Fig. 10: Varying l-diversity on TDrive dataset with trajectory length 5 for top-k=1000
and cell size (0.0020,0.0040). MintraBL didn’t terminate for l-diversity equal to 6 for
more than 24 hours.
Effect of Varying l-diversity: A similar effect is observed on the performance of
algorithms when l-diversity is increased as shown in Figure 10. The size of anonymized
region associated with each trajectory and the number of activities associated with an
anonymized region increase to satisfy l-diversity. We observe that MintraBL+s per-
forms better than MintraBL+i for higher values of l-diversity. We believe that the strat-
egy to choose a better path to find top-k patterns has more impact on the performance
of top-k algorithm compared to the pre-insertion strategy with increase in the search
space.
Effect of Varying cell size: The total execution time and number of candidates gen-
erated by different algorithms increase with the decrease in cell size as shown in Figure
11. The number of overlapping cells with each anonymized region of the trajectory
increase when the ground is divided into more fine-grained cells i.e. the cell size is de-
creased. In a nutshell, the size of the search space measured by the number of generated
candidates govern the execution time taken by pattern mining algorithms.
7 Conclusion
This work studies a problem of pattern-mining over an anonymized database of an-
notated trajectories. We introduce an approach TopKMintra that mine top-k patterns
from the anonymized data which is encoded into a wLAS-sequence form. TopKMintra
is a pattern-growth based sequential pattern-mining algorithm which explores two-
dimensional wLAS-sequence data by restricting duplicate pattern generation. To im-
prove the efficiency of TopKMintra we have adopted two efficiency strategies, namely
threshold initialization (TI) and threshold updation (TU), and two pruning strategies,
namely width pruning, and depth pruning. Since there exists no work which discusses
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Fig. 11: Varying cell size on TDrive dataset with trajectory length 5 for top-k=1000. The
cell size is decreased along the x-axis from left to right. Cell size for our experiments
are: (0.0020,0.0040), (0.0018,0.0036), (0.0016, 0.0032), (0.0014, 0.0028), and (0.0012,
0.0024).
pattern mining over anonymized data, we compare TopKMintra with an adapted ver-
sion of USpan (namelyMintraBL). We demonstrate through experiments that, though
inherently it is difficult to extract correlated information from an anonymized database,
TopKMintra finds the top-k most relevant trajectories efficiently as compared to the
baseline algorithm in term of execution time, memory usage and size of the search tree.
We have also shown that TopKMintra is better scalable to the data size. With increas-
ingly more geo-tagged time-series data day-by-day, much of which is anonymized, we
believe that our top-k framework can be adopted for practical usage. As a possible
extension to this work, we suggest associating a weight with activities in the wLAS-
sequence data. The weight associated with activities may break the information loss
about its presence in the anonymized region, due to which we assumed activities to be
uniformly presence over the region. Two types of weight can be associated– a global
weight capturing the popularity of various activities and a local weight associated with
the (location, activity) pair capturing the rank of an outlet. Associating weight with the
activity will increase the quality of the mined pattern. This work shows that meaning-
ful patterns from the anonymized data can be mined efficiently. We hope to generate
interest in the data mining research community for more and better ways to extract
information from anonymized databases.
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